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ABSTRACT

Modeling and Evaluating Information Leakage Caused by Inferences in Supply Chains

Zhang, Da Yong

While information sharing can benefit supply chains significantly, it may also have a "side
effect", namely, information leakage. A limitation common to many existing solutions

for preventing information leakage in supply chains is that they rely, either implicitly or
explicitly, upon two unrealistic assumptions. First, what information is confidential is well
known. Second, confidential information will not be revealed, if only it is not shared,

regardless of how much other information is being shared. As it shall be shown in this
thesis, those assumptions are not always true due to potential information leakage caused
by inferences. Specifically, a conceptual model of such information leakage is proposed in this
thesis. The model will enable companies in a supply chain to better understand how their

confidential information may be leaked through inferences. On the basis of the proposed

conceptual model, a quantitative approach is devised to evaluate the risk of information

leakage caused by inferences when a given amount of information is shared. The quantitative

approach will allow companies in a supply chain to measure and consequently to mitigate

the risk of information leakage. Finally, a case study is discussed to illustrate how the

proposed approaches work in practice.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

"A supply chain is the system of organizations, people, technology, activities, information

and resources involved in moving a product or service from supplier to customer." [Wik] Sup-

ply Chain Management (SCM) can be defined as "a set of approaches utilized to efficiently

integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and stores, so that merchandise is produced

and distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations, and at the right time, in order

to minimize system wide costs while satisfying service level requirements" [SLKSL08] .

Information sharing is widely accepted as an effective SCM approach that may sig-

nificantly benefit supply chains [LSTOO, HLM03, Fia05, ZJ07], especially in reducing the

bullwhip effect and decreasing supply chain costs [LPW97, MCdD07], increasing the effi-

ciency of Collaborative Product Development (CPD) [ZSG04, LQ06], and facilitating de-

cision makings such as product architecture, make-or-buy decisions [GSK06J, supplier se-

lection [MPHR98, dBLMOl] and early supplier involvement [PHR05]. For this reason, it
is common for a company in a supply chain to share a large amount of information with

partners, which may then further share the information with third-parties.

On the other hand, information sharing in supply chains is also a double-edged sword:
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it may have an adverse effect, namely, information leakage [LWOO, Li02, Zha02, HT06a,

HT06b, AG09]. In general, information leakage means that confidential information is
unintentionally revealed to unauthorized parties. In supply chains, information leakage is a

serious threat due to real incentives, that is, companies have strong motivations and more

than enough capabilities to collect, analyze, acquire, and utilize information from others to

gain a competitive edge 1 .

1.2 Motivation

Information leakage in supply chains can take two different forms. First, confidential infor-

mation may be mistakenly shared, resulting in the so-called direct information leakage. To

avoid direct information leakage, companies need a precise answer to the question: What

information is confidential? However, providing such an answer is usually more challenging

than it looks, as we shall discuss in this thesis. Second, confidential information may also

be unintentionally leaked in the form of inferences. An inference happens when confiden-

tial information can be inferred from other, seemingly non-confidential, shared information.

This is possible due to the inherent engineering relationships between different pieces of in-

formation. To prevent damaging information leakage caused by inferences, companies need

to answer the question: What inferences are possible, and what is the risk of information

leakage caused by such inferences?

Unfortunately, answers to the above questions provided by most existing technical so-

lutions are not fully satisfactory (the detailed review of existing solutions is given in Chap-

ter 2). First, those solutions typically assume the classification of confidential information is

already given, or can be trivially obtained. However, this is not always true. Different pieces

of information in a complex engineering design, such as different parameters appearing in

the same engineering formula, usually have an entangled relationship. Such a relationship

although information leakage may happen both inside a company and between different com-
panies, we shall focus on the latter case in this thesis.
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may blur the boundary between confidential and non-confidential information. Second, the
possibility of potential information leakage caused by inferences is simply ignored in most
existing technical solutions. However, the possibility and consequences of information leak-
age caused by inferences is not always ignorable, for example, in the defense industry or for
information crucial to keeping advantages in competitive markets.

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains is systematically
studied. The main contributions of this thesis include:

(1) A conceptual model is proposed for information leakage caused by inferences in sup-
ply chains. Instead of limiting our model to specific applications, the model mainly
consists of abstract concepts, such as holder, inferrer, parameter, knowledge, chan-

nel, and so on. The model represents two types of generic knowledge, that is, the

knowledge of parameters modeled as probability distributions and the knowledge of
the relationship between parameters as a so-called logical dependency graph. The

use of abstraction allows the model to be mapped to a broad range of real world

scenarios. The model thus provides a powerful tool for companies in supply chains to

better understand the nature of potential information leakage caused by inferences

regardless of the underlying details of specific applications.

(2) On the basis of the conceptual model, a quantitative approach is devised to evaluate
the risk of information leakage caused by inferences when a given amount of informa-

tion is shared. The quantitative approach provides practical methods for companies

in supply chains to take actions against potential information leakage caused by po-

tential inferences, such as measuring and mitigating the risk of such information

leakage.

(3) To illustrate the application of the proposed model and quantitative approach, a



software prototype is developed and an industrial case is studied.

1.4 Thesis organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

(1) Chapter 2 reviews related work based on an analysis of the security requirements in

supply chains, using the design theory of Environment Based Design (EBD);

(2) Chapter 3 proposes a conceptual model of information leakage caused by inferences

in supply chains;

(3) Chapter 4 devises a quantitative approach to evaluating the risk of information leakage

caused by inferences in supply chains, and discusses the principles of mitigating the

risk, especially by supplier selection;

(4) Chapter 5 presents a software prototype that implements the risk evaluation algorithm

and a case study on a product in process industry;

(5) Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and points out future work.
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Security requirements in supply chains

2.1.1 Environment Based Design (EBD)

Environment Based Design (EBD) is a generic analysis and design methodology proposed

by Zeng et al. in a series of papers [ZC91, ZG99a, ZG99b, Zen02, Zen04b, ZPA+04, Zen08,
ZY09]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the process flow of EBD. It consists of three major steps:

"environment analysis", "conflict identification" and "concept generation" [ZY09].

(1) "Environment analysis" defines the environment of the system with environment com-

ponents and relationships between environment components;

(2) "Conflict identification" identifies conflicts between environment components or be-

tween their relationships;

(3) "Concept generation" generates new design concepts that resolve some conflicts in

the environment of the system.

When new design concepts are generated and added to the environment, some conflicts will

be solved. However, new design concepts may also cause new conflicts in the new environ-

ment of the system. EBD can be applied to analyze, identify and solve the new conflicts,
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Figure 2.1: Environment Based Design: process flow [Zen04a]

following the steps of "environment analysis" , "conflict identification" and "concept gener-

ation" . Therefore, EBD is a recursive process. It will continue until there are no undesired

conflicts [ZY09].

2.1.2 An EBD-based analysis

A supply chain, as a complex network, is difficult to analyze. Therefore, supply chains

are usually studied from different structural perspectives, such as dyadic, serial, divergent,

convergent and network [HLM03]. The dyadic structure is more suitable for being studied
with analytical methods, and mathematical models of the dyadic structure can be extended

to the divergent structure easily. In this section, a dyadic supply chain, which contains

two supply chain partners, partner A and partner B, will be considered when analyzing the

security requirements in supply chains. Logically, the analysis can be easily extended to

multiple partners.
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The security mechanisms that partner A is to deploy are considered as the system to

design. According to EBD, the system consists of the structure of the security mechanisms,
the environment of the security mechanisms and the interactions between the security mech-
anisms and its environment.

First, we identify objects and analyze their interactions within the environment of part-

ner A's security mechanisms. According to EBD, environment objects can be generally

divided into three classes, namely natural, built and human. The natural environment of

partner A's security mechanisms includes objects such as time, space, etc.; the built en-

vironment of partner A's security mechanisms includes organizations, business processes,

information systems, information, materials, parts, components, products, etc.; the hu-

man environment of partner A's security mechanisms consists of all workers who work for

partner A or partner B. Some of the above environment objects are directly related to part-

ner A's security mechanisms, such as business processes, workers, information systems and
information.

(1) Business processes define what human objects and information systems are involved
in a task and what information must be provided to execute the task. The execution

of a business process requires accesses to information systems and information.

(2) Workers work in one or more business processes, access information systems and
information, and may collaborate with each other;

(3) Information systems consist of software, hardware and networking. Information sys-
tems need to access information and communicate with other information systems;

(4) Information can be divided into two classes: shared information and non-shared infor-
mation. As mentioned before, inferences may be conducted from shared information
to non-shared information.

Based on the above discussion, some interactions directly related to partner A's security
mechanisms are listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Interactions between environment objects

Environment Objects Interaction

business process and business process integration and collaboration
worker and worker collaboration
worker and information system access

information system and information system communication

information system and information access, processing and management
information and information dependency

Second, we identify conflicts within the environment of partner A's security mechanisms.

In this thesis, we focus on one of many conflicts within the environment of partner A's

security mechanisms, the conflict between "Protection" and "Access" of A's non-shared

information. In the dyadic supply chain, partner A shares a set of information with partner

B, and tries to protect other information from accessing by partner B; partner B has accesses

to the shared information, and tries to access the information protected by partner A.

A's workers
(

Access

A's information ?.
systems

Access

A's information
not shared with B

Collaboration

Access

Communication

Access

Access

Access

B's workers

)
Access

J; B's information
systems

Access

? B's information

Dependency V_V Dependency
A's information
shared with B

Dependency

Figure 2.2: Routes to access partner A's information not shared with partner B

Workers, information systems and information may belong to partner A or partner B;
and A's information can be divided into two classes: A's information shared with B and

A's information not shared with B. Combined the above objects with the interactions in

Table 2.1, as shown in Figure 2.2, there are at least four routes by which partner B can
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access A's information that is not shared with partner B.

Route 1: B's workers-^A 's information systems-^A's information not shared with B

B's workers may access A's information systems directly and access A's information

not shared with B through A's information systems.

Route 2: B's workers—*B's information systems^*A's information systems—*A's informa-
tion not shared with B

B's workers may access A's information not shared with B through the communica-

tions between B's information systems and A's information systems. Another security

issue for this route is communications security. The third parties may obtain accesses

to unauthorized information by eavesdropping or intercepting the communications

between B's information systems and A's information systems.

Route 3: B's workers—> A 's workers^A 's information systems-* A 's information not shared

with B

A's workers have accesses to A's information not shared with B. B's workers may

obtain A's information not shared with B during collaborations with A's workers.

Route 4: B's workers-*B's information systems-*B's information+A's information shared

with B-*A's information not shared with B

Through this route, B's workers may obtain A's information not shared with B by

inferences based on B's information and A's information shared with B, and the

dependencies among B's information, A's information shared with B and A's infor-

mation not shared with B. This route relies on the dependencies between information
and information. The difference between this route and other routes is: it is not neces-

sary for this route to collaborate with A's workers, communicate with A's information

systems or physically access A's information not shared with B.

We consider the fundamental security requirements in supply chains, including confi-

dentiality, integrity and availability, which are directly related to the environment objects

9



of information and information systems.

(1) ISO/EEC 27002 defines confidentiality as "ensuring that information is accessible only

to those authorized to have access" [Cal06]. In general, encryption is the mechanism

used to ensure confidentiality. Encryption methods can be roughly divided into two

classes: symmetric-key cryptography and public-key cryptography. While symmetric-

key cryptography uses the same key for both encryption and decryption, public-key

cryptography uses a pair of keys, a public key and a private key. Some examples of

popular symmetric-key algorithms include DES, triple-DES, AES, and RC4. Diffie-

Hellman algorithm is the first public-key cryptographic algorithm, and RSA is another

widely used public-key cryptographic algorithm. Digital signature is one branch of

public-key cryptography used to ensure authenticity.

(2) Integrity is defined by ISO/IEC 27002 as "safeguarding the accuracy and completeness

of information and processing methods" [Cal06]. In the context of communication,

integrity is sometimes divided into two types: data integrity and origin integrity.

Data integrity ensures that the data received are the same as the data sent; origin

integrity ensures that the data are from the sender as it is claimed. Cryptographic

hash functions (such as MD5 and SHA-I) and digital signature are two techniques

that are most-commonly used to ensure integrity.

(3) ISO/IEC 27002 defines availability as the property of "ensuring that authorized users

have access to information and associated assets when required" [Cal06]. In general,

to ensure the availability of information and information systems in supply chains,

accesses to information and information systems have to be restricted.

According to EBD, we will add the security mechanisms corresponding to the fun-

damental security requirements in supply chains to the environment, and then conduct

"environment analysis" and "conflict identification" again on the new environment.

When the fundamental security mechanisms such as encryption, cryptographic hash

10



functions, digital signature and secure communication protocols are applied into the envi-

ronment, the security properties of confidentiality, integrity, availability and communica-

tions security are enhanced. However, partner B still can access partner A's information

not shared with partner B by the four routes discussed above.

Now we consider the interactions between the environment objects of workers and infor-

mation systems. According to Route 1 and Route 2, partner B can access the information

not shared with partner B through partner A's information systems or the communications

between partner B's information systems and partner A's information systems. Therefore,

partner A needs access control mechanisms to ensure that partner B can only access the
information that it is authorized to access.

Generally speaking, access control ensures that only authorized users can access specific

information and resources in specific contexts. Access control models can be categorized as

two classes, discretionary and non-discretionary. Discretionary Access Control (DAC) is an

access control policy, in which the owner of an object determines who is allowed to access

the object and what operations are permitted to be performed on the object. Manda-

tory Access Control (MAC) and Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [SCFY96, FKS07]
are non-discretionary access control models. In a MAC-based system, a user's read and

write permissions on an object are determined by the system based on the user's clearance

level and the object's sensitivity label; in a RBAC-based system, a user's permissions are

determined by the system based on the user's roles.

There are some widely used security protocols, such as IPSec [KA98], SSL/TLS [MSS98],
SSH [YL06], Kerberos [KN93] and PKI [HFPS99], that provide encryptions and authenti-
cations for security communications. Rouibah et al. report that in a collaborative product

definition management system they developed, they deployed a security mechanism based

upon CLAVISTM, a full-strength security framework, which includes state of the art stan-

dards such as PKI, TLS for online interaction and S/MIME for offline e-mail communication,

as well as a certificate server, integrated with a LDAP server [ROA07]. It is proved that

these mature techniques can be applied to supply chains with few changes.
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Some laws and regulations, such as the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)

of U.S. and the Control Goods Program (CGP) of Canada [BG03, Che03, LL06], control
accesses to defense articles, defense services and technical data related to defense articles.

With fundamental security and access controls implemented in the environment, partner

B cannot access the information not shared with it through Route 1 and Route 2 any more.

However, partner B still can access the information not shared with it through collaborations

with partner A's workers (Route 3) and inferences (Route 4).

The security requirements for secure collaborations between workers and between supply

chain partners include export control, Intellectual Property (IP) protection, information

leakage prevention, and so on. To enhance these security requirements, not only technical

methods but also legal, organizational and social methods have to been taken into account.

Legal methods include export control laws and regulations, IP laws, business contracts,

employment contracts and other relevant laws and regulations. Existing technical methods

can be roughly divided into four classes, access control-based methods, sanitization-based

methods, generalization-based methods and Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC)-based
methods.

On the basis of above analysis, Table 2.2 lists some security requirements in supply

chains, and corresponding security mechanisms.

This thesis will focus on one specific problem in secure collaborations between supply

chain partners, namely information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. Therefore,

we will review work related to information leakage in supply chains in Section 2.2.1, and

export controls and technical methods that may be used to prevent information leakage in

supply chains in Section 2.2.2.
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Table 2.2: Security requirements in supply chains

Layers Environment

objects
Security
requirements

Security
mechanisms

Secure
collaborations
between supply
chain partners

Business
processes

Export control, IP
protection,
Information leakage
prevention

ITAR, CGP, IP
laws, Business
contracts, Security
policies

Secure
collaborations
between workers

Workers Export control, IP
protection,
Information leakage
prevention

ITAR, CGP,
Employment
contracts, Security
policies, Security
procedures

Access control Information,
Information
systems, Workers

Authentication,
Authorization,
Access control

ITAR, CGP,
Security protocols,
Access control
models

Fundamental
security

Information,
Information
systems

Confidentiality,
Integrity,
Availability,
Communications
security

Encryption,
Cryptographic hash
functions, Digital
signature, Secure
communication

protocols

2.2 Information leakage in supply chains

2.2.1 Information leakage

In management science, there exists some work related to information leakage in supply

chains and its effect on the supply chain's material flows and information flows. However,

there is not yet a systematic research of information leakage caused by inferences in supply
chains.

In a literature review to information sharing in supply chains, Lee and Whang [LWOO]

gave an example of information leakage in supply chains. In their example, a supplier

supplied a critical part to two manufacturers who competed in the final product market;

the supplier guaranteed that it would not leak information acquired from one manufacturer

13



to the other manufacturer. However, if a relation could be established between the actions

that the supplier takes and shared information, the other manufacturer might infer the

shared information to some extent by observing the behavior that the supplier reacted to
the shared information.

As the first work on the effect of information leakage in supply chains, Li [Li02] examined

the company's incentives to share information vertically in a divergent supply chain. In the

supply chain, there were a upstream manufacturer and some downstream retailers. The

retailers competed on the quantity of output and were endowed with private demand and

cost information. Li's research showed that the leakage effect encouraged the retailers to

share their cost information with the manufacturer while it discouraged them from sharing

their demand information.

On the basis of Li's work, Zhang [Zha02] studied a divergent supply chain, in which

two downstream retailers competed on either the quantity or the price of output. Zhang

pointed out although no information would be voluntarily shared with the manufacturer,

the retailers were willing to share information completely and get side payment for the

information sharing when their information was statistically less accurate or they benefited

more from the effect of information leakage.

Hoecht and Trott [HT06b] discussed one type of information leakage in outsourcing, in

which consultants who worked with many clients might be influenced when working with a

client and then use the best practice they acquired to other clients.

Anand and Goyal [AG 09] researched the effect of demand information leakage on the

material flows and information flows of a supply chain with horizontal competition. In their

supplier chain model, there was horizontal competition between two downstream firms who

had a common upstream supplier. While one firm was informed with demand information

and the other firm was not, demand information may be leaked from the informed firm to

the uninformed firm through their common upstream supplier. As a result of information

leakage, the informed firm may try to block information flows within the supply chain to

conceal its demand information. Finally, it will lead to operational losses because of material

14



flow distortion.

2.2.2 Information leakage prevention

2.2.2.1 Export controls

There are three main U.S. regulations that control exports: (1) the International Traffic in

Arms Regulations (ITAR) [oSa]; (2) the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) [oCc];
and (3) the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC).

The ITAR regulates the manufacture, temporary import and export of "defense arti-

cles", and the export of "defense services" and "technical data" appurtenant to defense

articles and defense services [LL06] . Defense articles and defense services controlled by the

ITAR are listed on the U.S. Munitions List (USML) [oSb]. The ITAR is administrated by

the Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC) at the U.S. Department of State. Ac-

cording to ITAR, any exports and re-exports of defense article, defense service, or technical

data must obtain the approvals from the DDTC. Moreover, registrations with the DDTC

are required for both companies that engages in any munitions manufacturing or exporting

activities and persons who engages in the manufacturing, brokering, importing, or exporting

of defense articles or furnishing defense services. Licenses are also required for companies

and persons who provide defense services or enter into technical assistance or manufacturing

license agreements, even if no defense article or technical data is exported [LL06].

Canada has an exemption to ITAR, which allows unclassified articles, services and

technical data to be exported from U.S. to Canada relatively freely [BG03, CN06]. The

exemption was suspended by the US Government in 1999. After a series of legislative and

regulatory amendments to Canada's export controls, a new Canadian ITAR exemption was

implemented by the U. S government in 2001.

The EAR regulates the export and reexport of "dual-use" items that have both com-

mercial and military or proliferation applications [oCc]. However, purely commercial items

without an obvious military use are also subject to the EAR [oCc]. Items regulated by
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EAR are listed on the Commerce Control List (CCL) [oCd]. The EAR is administrated by

the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) at the U.S. Department of Commerce. A license

from BIS may be required, depending on not only whether an item falls onto a category on

the CCL but also the destination, the end-user and the end-use [oCc].

The OFAC at the US Department of the Treasury is responsible for administering

and enforcing economic and trade sanctions against targeted foreign countries, terrorists,

proliferation and others that threat to the national security, foreign policy or economy of

the United States [Off].

The major export control laws and regulations of Canada contain the Export and Import

Permit Act (EIPA) [oCb] and the CGP [WC].

The EIPA regulates the import, export and transfer of certain goods and technology

based on four lists: the Area Control List (ACL), the Export Control List (ECL), the Import

Control List (ICL) and the Automatic Firearms Country Control List (AFCCL) [oCb].

According to EIPA, permits are required for the export of all goods and technology to

countries on the ACL, for the export of goods and technology on the ECL and for the

import of goods and technology on the ICL [AC] . The export of automatic firearms to a

country that is not on the AFCCL is prohibited by EIPA [BG03, oCb].

CGP is a program to strengthen Canada's defence trade controls through registration,

prevention, deterrence and detection and to regulate the examination, possession or trans-

fer of controlled goods and technology in Canada [WC]. It is authorized by the Defence

Production Act (DPA) [oCa] and administered by the Public Works and Government Ser-

vices Canada (PWGSC). According to CGP, any person who accesses controlled goods and

technology within Canada must be registered, exempt from registration or excluded from

registration [BG03].

2.2.2.2 Access control

Access control or authorization ensures that only authorized users can access specific in-

formation. To meet the security requirements of various systems, a large number of access
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control models have been developed in the last four decades. Tolone et al. [TAPH05] conduct
an excellent literature review of general access control models for collaborative systems. In

this section, we will review only those access control models relevant to information sharing

in supply chains.

Leong et al. [LYL03] proposed a mixed access control model for a workspace-oriented
distributed Product Data Management (PDM) system. In their model, the proposed dis-

tributed PDM system is stratified into multiply workspaces, a security level is assigned to
each workspace, users working in a workspace are granted with rights on product data based
on the workspace's security level.

Role-based viewing is a new technique for collaborative 3D assembly design developed

by Cera et al. [CKHR04, CBK+06] and Kim et al. [KCR+06]. It is achieved through the
integration of multi-resolution geometry and RBAC model [SCFY96, FKS07]. In their
model, geometric regions, features and constraints data of 3D assembly models are related
with a set of roles. For a specific user, a 3D model is generated for viewing based on its
roles.

As an access control model for collaborative design, S-RBDDAC [WABN06] combines

RBAC and cryptographic methods to support RBAC with consideration of time, scheduling

and value adding activity, policy delegation relation in a distributed context and fine-grained
access control at dataset level. S-RBDDAC allows a collaborator to send a subset of the

dataset it received to a third party with supply chain relationships. Permissions are granted

to roles through key distribution and policy delegation. [WABN06]
Trust is also considered in some access control models. For example, Chen et. al. [CCC08]

presented a trust evaluation method for Virtual Project Team (VPT). It can assist VPT

members in determining whether resource holders have made appropriate decisions to share
resources with other VPT members. Combining with access control, it can enable secure re-

source sharing, facilitate collaboration and enhance information transparency among mem-

bers in a VPT [CCC08].
Access control-based methods cannot prevent information leakage caused by inferences
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in supply chains because unauthorized information is not necessary for inferences.

2.2.2.3 Sanitization

Sanitization, or suppression, is a method of removing confidential information or sensitive

data from documents, databases or other media so that they are able to be released. San-

itization is often used to reduce the document's classified level; suppression is used in the

literature of privacy protection in database systems [Swe02].

In supply chains, sanitization can be applied to CAD data exchange between partners

in collaborative product developments. CAD data contains not only data for the drawing

but also design knowledge such as features, parametric data and geometric data. Design

knowledge containing in CAD data is often very valuable and considered as a company's

intellectual properties. Therefore, companies will sanitize their CAD data before exchanging

them with their partners.

In particular, companies may produce their CAD data for components by heterogeneous

CAD software packages in collaborative assembly design [SGOl, SG02, CSF04, KWMN04].

To build the final assembly model of the product, companies will convert their CAD data in

incompatible formats into neutral CAD data, such as in STEP format. From the perspective

of preventing information leakage, such a conversion can be used as a sanitization method

to remove design knowledge contained in native CAD data.

Sanitization may be an effective approach to mitigate the risk of information leakage

caused by inferences in supply chains. However, there are still two questions to be an-

swered: "what information should be removed?" and "after sanitization, what is the risk of

information leakage caused by potential inferences?" In this thesis, we will address these
issues.
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2.2.2.4 Generalization

Generalization, which means "replacing (or recoding) a value with a less specific but se-
mantically consistent value" [Swe02], is another widely used method for protecting privacy
in database systems.

In supply chains, companies may have to share essential data for detail design in col-

laborative product development. Mun et al. [MHH09] proposed a skeleton model based
method, which represents essential data such as design specifications in an intuitive and ex-

plicit manner while it does not reveal data related to intellectual property contained in CAD

models. It can be considered as an application of generalization in the area of protecting

information leakage in supply chains.

Similar to sanitization, generalization may be another effective approach to mitigating

the risk of information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. However, it also has

two questions to answer: "what information should be generalized?" and "after generaliza-

tion, what is the risk of information leakage caused be potential inferences?" In this thesis,

we will address these issues and discuss a generalization-based mitigation approach.

2.2.2.5 Secure Multi-party Computation

SMC [Yao86, GMW87, LP02] protects confidential information by allowing users to perform
joint computation on multiple datasets while not revealing information in these datasets.

Atallah et al. [AEDS03] introduced SMC into the area of preventing information leakage

in supply chains. They proposed several SMC protocols for supply-chain interactions, such

as capacity allocation under various policies, and bidding and auctions under both discrim-

inatory and nondiscriminatory pricing. Their method is different from traditional informa-

tion sharing. It enables supply-chain partners to cooperatively achieve desired system-wide

goals without revealing any private information, even though the jointly-computed decisions

require this information [AEDS03].
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SMC-based methods address a different issue of information leakage from the one ad-

dressed in this thesis because information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains

happens when information is shared between partners instead of when two partners per-

form joint computation.
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Chapter 3

CONCEPTUAL MODELING

As discussed before, companies may infer confidential information from shared information

due to the inherent engineering relationships between different pieces of information. In

this chapter, we will model information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains with

a conceptual model.

3.1 The information leakage model

Information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains is a complicated and challenging

issue because of the complexity of supply chains and information sharing in supply chains.

First, a supply chain is a complex network, in which each partner plays one or more roles.

While partners cooperate for some common interests, they have different business objectives

and some of them are even (potential) competitors. Moreover, partners may have different
security policies and deploy security mechanisms corresponding to their security policies,

respectively. Therefore, when a supply chain partner shares information with another supply

chain partner, the shared information may be leaked to third party companies by the second

supply chain partner either deliberately or unintentionally.

Second, there are many kinds of information shared between partners in supply chains.
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For examples, a manufacturer may provide technical know-how to its suppliers; companies

may exchange CAD data in collaborative product development; a retailer may share its

order information and demand forecast with the manufacturer. Furthermore, the relations

between shared information and confidential information sometimes are complicated and

may be described with formal methods such as algebra, logic and set theory, or with informal

methods such as tables, graphes and even natural languages.

Third, every partner has its own confidential information and usually tries to prevent its

confidential information from leaking to (potential) competitors. For examples, a supplier

may own intellectual property rights on the components it supplies; a manufacturer may

keep its cost information confidential; a retailer may protect its order information and

demand forecast from other competitive retailers. At the same time, every partner may

also collect, analyze, acquire and utilize information from its (potential) competitors.

We abstract a conceptual model from concrete cases of information leakage caused by

inferences in supply chains. The conceptual model focuses on concepts and their relation-

ships relevant to information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains, and we take it

as the basis for our subsequent work. The benefits of such a conceptual model include:

(1) Since it is independent of implementation details, it is more suitable for theoretical,

analytical or quantitative research of information leakage caused by inferences in

supply chains;

(2) The results of such research can be applied into concrete cases of information leakage

caused by inferences in supply chains.

Shared parameters P5

V_y Channel V^/
Holder lnferrer

(with private parameter p0) (with initial knowledge K0)

Figure 3.1: The conceptual model
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Figure 3.1 shows the conceptual model of information leakage caused by inferences in

supply chains, which consists of the following five key abstract concepts.

(1) Parameter: A parameter is an abstract information object that describes an attribute

of a system. It may be a product design parameter or any other information object

that can be described by a triplet (name, actual value, working values), in which

name is an identifier of the parameter, actual value is the value that the parameter

takes in the system and working values are the values that if the parameter takes,

the system will still work well.

(2) Holder: The holder is the supply chain partner who holds the private parameter po

and tries to prevent it from revealing to other supply chain partners.

(3) Inferrer: The inferrer is a supply chain partner who tries to acquire a working value

of the private parameter p<$ protected by the holder.

(4) Knowledge: Both the holder and the inferrer have their knowledge of parameters and

the relations between parameters. We consider two types of knowledge in this thesis:

knowledge of parameters and knowledge of the relations between parameters, and

model them with probability distributions and logical dependency graph, respectively.

We will discuss the two types of knowledge further in Section 3.2.

(5) Channel: The channel is the media between the holder and the inferrer, through

which shared parameters Ps are transferred from the holder to the inferrer.

With the above conceptual model, the scenario of the information leakage can be derived

as follows.

(1) The holder knows the actual value of a private parameter po- It tries to prevent

the actual value of po from revealing to the inferrer while it shares its knowledge of

parameters Ps with the inferrer in some way.
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(2) The inferrer does not know the actual value of po- It tries to acquire the actual
value of pq by inferring on the basis of its initial knowledge Kq and knowledge of Ps

provided by the holder through parameter sharing.

(3) The holder models the inferrer's initial knowledge and knowledge obtained through
inferences, and estimates and mitigates the risk of the information leakage.

K0(P) Share P5 (??+?,??)

Infer Infer

K0(P) Leak (Ko+Ks) (?)

Figure 3.2: The information leakage model

The inferrer can obtain knowledge from three sources: initial knowledge, knowledge ob-

tained through parameter sharing and knowledge obtained through inferences. If we denote

the inferrer's initial knowledge as Kq, knowledge obtained through sharing parameters P3

as Ks, a comprehension of Kq and Ks as Kq + Ks, a comprehension of knowledge K and

knowledge obtained through inferences on knowledge K as K*, and knowledge of param-

eter ? from knowledge K as K(p), we can describe the relations among initial knowledge,

knowledge obtained through parameter sharing and knowledge obtained through inferences

as Figure 3.2.

(1) Initially, the inferrer has knowledge Kq;

(2) The inferrer's knowledge becomes Kq after it infers on Kq;

(3) When the inferrer obtains knowledge Ks through parameter sharing, it's knowledge

becomes Kq + Ks;

(4) The inferrer's knowledge becomes (Kq + K8)* after it infers on Kq + K3;
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Definition 1 (Information leakage caused by inferences). For a private parameter p, if
(Kq + Ks)* contains more knowledge of ? than Kq does, we say information of ? is leaked

caused by inferences from the holder to the inj'errer through sharing parameters Ps .

3.2 Knowledge

3.2.1 Knowledge of parameters

As we discussed before, a parameter can be described by a triplet (name, actual value,

working values). Because name is used only for the purpose of identifying the parameter,

the holder and the inferrer may use different names for a parameter as long as the parameter

is not shared. The actual value and the working values of a parameter are usually known

to the holder; the actual value and the working values of the private parameter po are

unknown to the inferrer. In fact, the inferrer tries to acquire a working value of the private

parameter po·

Even if it does not know the actual value of a parameter, the inferrer has knowledge

of the parameter from out-of band channels, for example, its possible values and their

probabilities. Therefore, the inferrer's knowledge of the parameter can be modeled as a

probability distribution.

For example, there is a parameter ? whose actual value is 0.8 and working values are

within the range of [0.7,0.9]. The inferrer has knowledge kp of parameter p. Figure 3.3
shows some possible probability distributions as which kp may be modeled. Figure 3.3(a)
indiates that the inferrer is one hundred percent sure that the value of parameter ? is 0.8;

Figure 3.3(b) says that the inferrer knows there are three possible values and the most possi-

ble value is 0.8; with Figure 3.3(c), the inferrer knows that the value of parameter ? is within

the range of from 0.7 to 1.0 with a uniform probability distribution; with Figure 3.3(d),

the inferrer knows that the possible values of parameter ? follow the normal distribution
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Figure 3.3: Examples of inferrer's knowledge of parameters

with mean 1.0; the inferrer may have "zero knowledge" of parameter ? as shown by Fig-

ure 3.3(e); the inferrer may have totally wrong knowledge of parameter p, such as shown in
Figure 3.3(f).

The probability distributions reflect the proximity of the inferrer's knowledge to the

actual value. In probability distributions shown in Figure 3.3, it is easy to find that Fig-

ure 3.3(a) is the closest to the actual value; Figure 3.3(c) is more approximate to the actual
value than Figure 3.3(e); Figure 3.3(f) contains the least information of parameter p.

In practice, it may be infeasible for the holder to collect the inferrer's knowledge of

the parameter completely and accurately. Typically, the holder will describe the inferrer's

knowledge of a parameter approximately with a simple or widely-used probability distribu-

tion, such as discrete distributions, continuous uniform distributions and normal distribu-

tions, following the physical characteristics of the parameter and the inferrer's information
it collected.

3.2.2 Knowledge of relations among parameters

In this thesis, we introduce a graph-based method, Logical Dependency Graph, to describe

the abstract logical relations between parameters. A logical dependency graph is different
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from concrete dependencies between parameters described in algebra, logic or other for-
mats; it is an abstract of concrete dependencies between parameters and it describes the
dependencies between parameters in logic during the inference procedure. The holder needs
a logical dependency graph to model what can be inferred.

Definition 2 (Logical dependency graph). A logical dependency graph (or LDG) is a bi-
partite graph 1 G := (P,2P,LD), where P is a set of parameters, 2P is the power set of
P2, LDC Px (2P\{0}) and Vuv G LD, u<£v.

According to Definition 2, a logical dependency graph G consists of parameters in P,
parameter sets in 2P and logical dependencies in LD, while every logical dependency is
between a parameter from P and a parameter set from 2P.

We take an example from the case study in Section 5.2 to show how to construct a

logical dependency graph from a quantitative relation.

DryerOutletTemp = DryerlnletTemp - (r0 * TotalWaterRemovedPerCycle

/(60 * png * RegenerationHeatingTime * (WaterContentOfRegenerationGas

*Cv/(Png * 1000000) + C9))) JRegenerationFlowRate, (3.1)

Equation 3.1 gives a quantitative dependency among some design parameters. Dryer-
OutletTemp is a private design parameter; DryerlnletTemp and RegenerationFlowRate
are two design parameters that are unknown to the competitor (the inferrer in the case

study); ro, png, cg and c„ are physical constants from designer's handbooks; TotalWater-
RemovedPerCycle, RegenerationHeatingTime and WaterContentOfRegenerationGas

are operating conditions on the manual of the product.

1In graph theory, a bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) is a graph that consists of two disjoint sets
of vertices, U and V, and a set of edges E, in which every edge connects a vertex in U to one in
V. [Weia]

2In set theory, given a set P, a power set of P is a set that consists of all sub sets of set P.
Usually, the power set of set P is denoted as 2P. [Weib]
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First we construct the parameter set P of the logical dependency graph. In the in-

ference procedure, what the inferrer concerns about are the parameters whose working
values are unknown. Therefore, P usually does not contain public parameters and con-

stants like TotalWaterRemovedPerCycle, RegenerationHeatingTime, WaterContent-

OfRegenerationGas, r0, png, cg and C0 in Equation 3.1. For this example, P = {Dryer-
OutletTemp, DryerlnletTemp, RegenerationFlowRate}.

Then we construct the logical dependency relation LD between P and 2P. Equa-
tion 3.1 indicates that if the actual values of DryerlnletTemp and RegenerationFlowRate

are known, the actual value of DryerOutletTemp will be known. In other words, if pa-
rameter DryerOutletTemp is the private parameter to be inferred, parameter Dryerlnlet-
Temp and parameter RegenerationFlowRate need to be inferred first. Therefore, there
is a logical dependency between parameter DryerOutletTemp and parameter set {Dryer-
lnletTemp, RegenerationFlowRate}. Similarly, there are logical dependencies between
parameter DryerlnletTemp and parameter set {DryerOutletTemp, RegenerationFlow-
Rate}, and between parameter RegenerationFlowRate and parameter set {DryerOutlet-
Temp, DryerlnletTemp}. For this example, LP = {(DryerOutletTemp, {Dryerlnlet-
Temp, RegenerationFlowRate}), (DryerlnletTemp, {DryerOutletTemp, Regeneration-
FlowRate}), (RegenerationFlowRate, {DryerOutletTemp, DryerlnletTemp})}.

DryerOutletTemp— CoolerlnletTemp + 10 (3-2)

DryerlnletTemp = HeaterOutletTemp * (1 — HeatLossRate) (3.3)

A logical dependency graph may describe logical dependencies extracted from multiple

quantitative dependencies. Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 are two other quantitative de-

pendencies from the case study in Section 5.2. We can construct the logical dependency

graph with a procedure similar to the previous one. Figure 3.4 shows the logical dependency

graph extracted from Equation 3.1, Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3. In Figure 3.4 and the
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Figure 3.4: An example of logical dependency graph

rest of this thesis, we denote a parameter by a rectangle, a parameter set by a round corner

rectangle and a logical dependency by a line connecting a rectangle and a round corner

rectangle, and usually ignore isolated nodes in logical dependency graphes.

3.3 Inferences

3.3.1 Non-recursive inferences

In this section, we will model what knowledge can be obtained through inferences with

given initial knowledge and knowledge obtained through parameter sharing.

First, we consider a case that includes four parameters and two logical dependencies

as shown by the sub graph of the logical dependency graph in Figure 3.4 surrounded
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by a dashed line. We denote the actual value of DryerOutletTemp, DryerlnletTemp,
RegenerationFlowRate and CoolerlnletTemp as Vq, t>i, vi and v%, respectively. The
logical dependency between parameter DryerOutletTemp and parameter set {Dryerlnlet-
Temp, RegenerationFlowRate} is an abstract of the quantitative dependency described
by Equation 3.1. The logical dependency between parameter DryerOutletTemp and pa-
rameter set {CoolerlnletTemp} is an abstract of the quantitative dependency described by
Equation 3.2.

(1) If vi, V2 and v% are known, the value of DryerOutletTemp can be calculated by either
Equation 3.1 or Equation 3.2. We denote them as Vq and Vq, respectively. Then we

have Vq -V^ = Vq.

(2) If vi, vi and V3 are unknown, the initial knowledge of parameter DryerlnletTemp,
RegenerationFlowRate and CoolerlnletTemp can be modeled as probability distri-

bution di, di and cfo, respectively; and then the probability distribution of Dryer-

OutletTemp can be calculated by either Equation 3.1 or Equation 3.2. We denote

them as d\ and d^, respectively. If we assume that Vi is within the range of di, v^ is
within the range of efo and 1*3 is within the range of cfe, the ranges of d\ and d\ must
intersect because there is at least one value, vq, in their intersection.

We extend the above results to a general case and give Algorithm 1 for modeling what

knowledge can be obtained through inferences.

The following gives a brief discussion of this algorithm.

(1) For parameter po, the inferrer's initial knowledge can be modeled as a probability

distribution gÍq. Algorithm 1 tries to exclude impossible values from the range of d^
so that there is a higher possibility to acquire the actual value or a working value of

parameter pq.

(2) LD is a set of logical dependencies in logical dependency graph G that are directly

relevant to parameter po- If LD is empty, it means there is no other parameter that
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Algorithm 1 An algorithm for modeling what can be inferred
Input: A parameter p0; a logical dependency graph G = (P, 2P, LD) and p0 e P;

for \fpi G P and 0 < i < \P\ — 1, its initial probability distribution cÇ;
Output: probability distribution do of po;

1: LD' <= {p0Pj\Pj e 2p,poPj G Lo and j > 0};
2: if L£>' is empty then
3: d0 -F= c?g;
4: else
5: for all p0Pj e LD' and 0 < j < \LD'\ - 1 do
6: for all pjk G P, and 0 < k < \Pj\ - 1 do
7: djfc F= d°jk; {d°-k is the initial probability distribution of pjk}
8: end for
9: (P0+1 <= the probability distribution of p0 inferred with poPj, dj0, dji, . . . and

end for
for all 0 < I < \LD'\ do

r0 <= the range of d0;
end for

10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22

23
24

ro^r00nr¡n---nr0LDÍ;
if r0 is empty then

d0 4= dg;
else

for allO < m <\LD'\ do
d7^ <= the part of d^ on ro-
do" 4= normalized d™ ;

end for

d0 -F= a comprehension of c$ , d¿ , . . ., d0 ;
end if

end if

has logical dependency with parameter po- In that case, the algorithm cannot do any

further inference and it will return the initial probability distribution of parameter

Po, £$·

(3) poPj is a logical dependency between parameter po and parameter set Pj. (i, j, k,
I and m in Algorithm 1 are non-negative natural numbers, or i, j, k, I, m€ iVo·)

Because there is such a logical dependency, a new probability distribution of po can

be inferred with the concrete dependency behind poPj and probability distributions
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of parameters in Pj. The inference at line 9 depends on the type of the concrete
dependency behind PqPj. For example, the inference at line 9 may be totally different
for a dependency described in algebra and for a dependency described in logic.

(4) If the cardinality of LD' is \LD'\, there will have \LD'\ + 1 probability distributions
of parameter po after the block from line 5 to line 10. Each probability distribution

has its range. At line 14, r$ is assigned as the intersection of all of these ranges.

tq is possible to be empty. As we discussed before, if ro is empty, there is at least

one parameter whose actual value is not within the range of its initial probability

distribution. If ro is empty, Algorithm 1 will return the initial probability distribution

of parameter po, dp*.

(5) At line 19, every probability distribution of parameter po is narrowed down to the
new range ro.

(6) At line 20, every probability distribution of parameter po on the- range ro is normal-
ized. If dp1 is discrete and its probability mass function is /o (x), and the probability
mass function of dff is /o (x),

Vx e r0,/o"(x) = „/o(?,, ,· (3-4)
If J0" is continuous, its probability density function is /o (x) and its range is between
v\ and V2, and the probability density function of cUp is /o (x),

Vifr<s<t»,/0"(s) = [VJ]\X\, · (3-5)
(7) At line 22, there will have \LD | + 1 normalized probability distributions of parameter

po on the range ro. These probability distributions of parameter po may be different

because the initial knowledge of parameters may be not totally accurate. There are

many strategies to comprehend these probability distributions of parameter po. One
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strategy is using the arithmetic mean of their probability mass functions or probability

density functions.

3.3.2 Recursive inferences

Algorithm 1 does not take full advantage of the logical dependency graph. For example,

suppose to infer the probability distribution of parameter DryerOutletTemp with Algo-

rithm 1 and the logical dependency graph is as shown in Figure 3.4. According to Al-

gorithm 1, only logical dependencies between DryerOutletTemp and {DryerInletTemp,
RegenerationFlowRate} and between DryerOutletTemp and {CoolerInletTemp}, and
the initial probability distributions of parameter DryerOutletTemperature, DryerInlet-

Temp, RegenerationFlowRate and CoolerInletTemp will be used. In fact, the probability

distribution of parameter DryerInletTemp could also be inferred with its logical depen-

dency with {HeaterOutletTemp, HeatLossRate} and the initial probability distributions
of parameter DryerlnletTemp, HeaterOutletTempe and HeatLossRate.

From the example above, it is easy to be found that a recursive algorithm for inferring

the probability distribution of a parameter will be more effective. However, the recursive

algorithm is a little more complicated than just changing line 7 of Algorithm 1 to "djk <=

the probability distribution of parameter pj/. inferred recursively;" because of the existence
of redundant recursions and infinite loops.

We use a tree-like structure to describe the recursions. Informally, first we add pa-

rameter po as the root node of the tree-like structure; for each parameter or parameter-in-

parameter-set pi in the tree-like structure, if there is a logical dependency piPj in the logical

dependency graph, add parameter set Pj as a child node of pf, and then continue the pre-
vious step. Figure 3.5 is an example of such a tree-like structure, which is constructed with

logical dependencies in Figure 3.4 and gives partial recursions of inferring the probability

distribution of parameter DryerOutletTemp with a recursive algorithm.
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Figure 3.5: An example of the tree-like structure constructed with logical dependen-
cies in Figure 3.4

A parameter may appear more than once in a tree-like structure. For example, param-
eter DryerOutletTemp appears four times and parameter RegenerationFlowRate appear

two times in Figure 3.5. The multiple occurrences of a parameter during recursions may

cause redundant recursions and infinite loops. For example, if the recursive algorithm infers

the probability distribution of parameter RegenerationFlowRate with its logical depen-

dency with {DryerOutletTemp, DryerlnletTemp} at both its occurrences in Figure 3.5;
one of the two inferences will be unnecessary.

Figure 3.6 gives a possible infinite loop when a recursive algorithm infers the probabil-
ity distribution of parameter DryerOutletTemp with logical dependencies in Figure 3.4.

Since there is a logical dependency between DryerOutletTemp and {DryerlnletTemp,

RegenerationFlowRate} , {DryerlnletTemp, RegenerationFlowRate} could be added as
a child node of DryerOutletTemp; since there is a logical dependency between Dryerlnlet-

Temp and {DryerOutletTemp, RegenerationFlowRate} , {DryerOutletTemp, Regenera-

tionFlowRate} could be added as a child node of the DryerlnletTemp. Now we get the
second occurrence of parameter DryerOutletTemp. If we repeat the previous procedure

on the second occurrence of parameter DryerOutletTemp, we will get the third occurrence
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Figure 3.6: An example of infinite loop

of parameter DryerOutletTemp and we can repeat the previous procedure on the third
occurrence of parameter DryerOutletTemp again. Apparently, it will not terminate.

Algorithm 2 is a recursive algorithm for modeling what knowledge of a parameter can be
obtained through inferences, which implements recursive inferences and a strategy to avoid
infinite loops and reduce redundant recursions. The strategy, we call it "one-time logical
dependency" , uses each logical dependency in the logical dependency graph only one time.

Proposition 1. Algorithm 2 will always terminate.

Proof. If we label the condition in line 2 as A and the condition in line 4 as B, the stopping
criterion for the recursive algorithm will be -? V (A A ->B). The stopping criterion will

be reached. To prove this, we only need to prove that A ? B is not always true. First,

we assume A is always true. If A ? B is true, line 6 will be executed and at least one

logical dependency in LD' will be marked as "used" . Because there are limited number of
logical dependencies in G, there will be one point during the recursions that ULD is empty"

and A ? B is false. Second, if A is not always true, A h B is not always true. Therefore,

Proposition 1 is true. ?
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Algorithm 2 rlnferfa, G, d0, di, ... , (¿|/>|_i): a recursive algorithm for modeling
what can be inferred of parameter p¿
Input: A parameter p¿; a logical dependency graph G= (P, 2P, LD) and p¿ G P; for

Vpj G P and 0 < j < \P\ — 1, its probability distribution dy,
Output: probability distribution d¿ of p¿;

1: Tj <= the range of d¿;
2: if there are more than one values in r¿ then
3: LD' ^= {p¿Pfe|Pfe £ 2P, j9¿Pfc G LD, A; > 0 and p¿Ffc is marked with "unused"};
4: if LjD' is not empty then
5: for all PiPi G LD' and 0 < I < \LD'\ - 1 do
6: mark PjP; as "used'';
7: for all ptm G Pi and 0 < m < \PX\ - 1 do
8: dtm <= rInfer(plm,G, do, dlf..., c/|p|_i);
9: end for

10: d\ -F= the probability distribution of p¿ inferred with PiPi, dio, du, ... and
di(\Pl\-\y,

11: end for
12: for all0<n< \LD'\-l do
13: r" <= the range of d";
14: end for

15: rt ^=G??G°?··-?G^?;
16: if r¿ is not empty then
17: d¿ 4= the part of d¿ on r¿;
18: di <= normalized df,
19: for all 0 < h < \LD'\ - 1 do
20: d\ <= the part of d\ on r¿;
21: dl¡ <= normalized df;
22: end for
23: di<= ? comprehension of di, é¡, . . ., d\ ;
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if

The following explains other aspects of Algorithm 2.

(1) Algorithm 2 invokes itself recursively at line 8. For the convenience of describing the

invocation, we denote Algorithm 2 as rlnfer(pi, G, do, d\, . . ., ci|p|_i), where rInfer
is its name and pi, G, do, d\, ... and d|p|_i are its inputs.

(2) The inputs and output of Algorithm 2 are similar to Algorithm 1. The only difference
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is that each logical dependency in G may be at one of two states, "unused" and

"used" . When Algorithm 2 is first invoked, the states of all logical dependencies in
G are "unused".

(3) The states of logical dependencies in G are changed at line 6 and the probability

distribution of pj, dj, is changed at line 23. During the recursions, the latest updated
G and dj are used when Algorithm 2 is invoked recursively at line 8.

When applying Algorithm 2 in inferring the probability distribution of parameter Dryer-

OutletTemp with logical dependencies in Figure 3.4, the recursions are the same as shown

in Figure 3.5.
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Chapter 4

EVALUATION AND

MITIGATION

In Chapter 3, we have modeled the inferrer's initial knowledge and its knowledge obtained

from inferences from the perspective of the holder. What the holder concerns is what risk

of information leakage it will take if the inferrer obtains such knowledge through inferences.

In this chapter, we will discuss how the holder may evaluate and mitigate the risk of

information leakage caused by inferences.

4.1 Evaluation

Definition 3 (Probability of information leakage: P(p))· For a parameter ?, its probability

of information leakage P(p) is defined as the probability that the inferrer acquires a working

value of parameter p.

Assume that the actual value of parameter ? is do, its working values are within the

range of [vi, ify], and the inferrer obtains probability distribution dp of parameter ? by
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inferences. If dp is discrete, its range is rp and its probability mass function is fp(x),

p(p) = S fpte) ? S /pfo); (4?)
t)¡grp and vi<Vi<V2 Vj£rp

If dp is continuous, its range is [vs, W4], and its probability density function is fp(x),

/•min{v2,V4} rvn
P(p) = / /?(^)?: / / fP(x)dx. (4.2)

Definition 4 (Conditional probability of information leakage: P(p\{(pj,dPj)})). For a pa-
rameter ? and a set of parameter-probability distribution pairs {(pj,dPj)}, conditional prob-
ability of information leakage P(p\{(pj,dPj)}) is defined as the probability that the inferrer
acquires a working value of parameter ? when Vpj G Ps, pj is shared with the inferrer as
dPr

Algorithm 3 An algorithm for calculating conditional probability of information
leakage P(p|{(pj,d^.)})
Input: A parameter ? and its working values [vi, V2}; a logical dependency graph

G = (P, 2P, LD) and ? E P; for Vp¿ G P and 0 < i < \P\ - 1, its initial probability
distribution dPi; Vpj G Ps and 0 < j < \PS\ — 1, its probability distribution dPj;

Output: conditional probability of information leakage P(p\{(pj,dPj)})
1: for all Pj G Ps do
2: for all pi G P do
3: if (pj is equal to Pi) then
4: dPi «F= a comprehension of dPi and dPj ;
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for
8: dp <= rInfer(p,G,dP0, dpi, . . . ,dp^J;
9: P(p\{(pj,dPj)}) 4= calculate P(p) with dv by Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2;

According to the conceptual model, the holder holds a private parameter p, whose

actual value is vq and working values are within the range of [v\, V2}; the inferrer's initial

knowledge kg can be modeled as a logical dependency graph G — (P,2P,LD) and a set of
parameter-probability distribution pairs {(pi, dPi)\Vpi G P,dPi is a probability distribution
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of p¿}; a set of parameters Ps Ç P are shared with the inferrer, which can also be modeled
as a set of parameter-probability distribution pairs {{pj, dPj)\ipj 6 Ps,dPj is a probability
distribution of pj}; the inferrer tries to acquire a working value of the private parameter
p. Algorithm 3 gives an algorithm for calculating conditional probability of information

leakage P(p\{(Pj,dPj)}).

(1) Because Ps C P, for pj e Ps, there will be two probability distributions, dPi from
initial knowledge and dPj from sharing Ps. At line 4, dPi is assigned with a compre-
hension of the two probability distributions. There may be many strategies to do such

a comprehension. A natural and simple strategy is "trusting the latest information

only" , which means to ignore dPt and use dPj in the inference.

(2) At line 8, the probability distribution dp of parameter ? is inferred with Algorithm 2.

(3) At line 9, conditional probability of information leakage P(p\{(pj,dPj)}) is calculated
with dp and [vi, V2] by Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2.

Apparently, P(p\{(pj, dPj)}) is a real number within the range of [0,1]. If P(p\{(pj, dPj)})
is close to 1 , it means that the inferrer may acquire a working value of parameter ? very easily

by inferences; if P(p\{(pj, dVj)}) is close to 0, it means that the inferrer may not acquire a
working value of parameter ? by inferences. We define a threshold ??· If P{p\{(Pji dPj)}) >
¿o, where to is the threshold, we denote it as {(pj,dPj)} —>to p; otherwise, we denote it as
{(Pj,dPj)} -»toP-

We consider a special but usual case of sharing: all parameters in Ps are shared with

the inferrer as their actual values. In this case, we simplify P{p\{{Pj,dPi)}) as P(p\Ps),
{{pj,dPj)} —>to ? as Ps —>io p. We define a threshold t0. If P(p\Ps) > t0, where t0 is the
threshold, we denote it as Ps —>to p; otherwise, we denote it as Ps -»to p.

Definition 5 (Privacy context). Let ? be a private parameter and Ps be a set of parameters

that the holder shares their actual values with the holder. If Ps —>t0 P> we ca^ Ps a privacy

context to p.
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If P3 —> ? and P3 C Pi, it is certain that P\ —? ? is true; if P3 —? ? and P2 CPS, it is

not certain whether P% —? ? or P2 -* P is true.

Definition 6 (Minimum privacy context). If ? is a private parameter and 3Pm,Pm —*¦ p,

but VPm C Pm, Pm -&¦ p, we say P7n is a minimum privacy context to parameter p.

Based on discussions above, we can derive some obvious corollaries to answer the ques-

tion of "what information is confidential?" .

(1) If ? is a private parameter, ? should be confidential;

(2) If ? is a private parameter, each of its privacy contexts should be confidential as a

whole;

(3) If ? is a private parameter, P3 is a privacy context to ? and ps is the only parameter
in P3, P3 should be confidential;

(4) If ? is a private parameter and P7n is a minimal privacy context to p, at least one

parameter in P7n should be confidential;

Definition 7 (Information Leakage Risk (ILR): R(p\{(pj,dPj)})). For a parameter ? and
a set of parameters P3 shared with the inferrer, ifVpj G P3, Pj is shared with the inferrer

as dPj, Information Leakage Risk (ILR): R(p\{(pj , dPj) is defined as

R(p\{(Pj,dPj)}) = P(p\{(Pj,dP])}) ? C{p), (4.3)

where C(p) is the consequence if parameter ? is leaked to the inferrer.

There are many ways to define a consequence function of information leakage in supply

chains. In our implementation, we define C{p) as the following.

{1 if ? is confidential
(4.4)

0 if ? is not confidential
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The holder may define a threshold t\. When R{p\{(pj , dp.,)}) is greater than or equal
to ¿i, the sharing is considered "unsafe" or "too much"; when P(p\{(Pj,dPj)}) is less than
¿i, the sharing is considered to be "safe" or "not too much". This gives an answer to the

question of "what is the risk of information leakage caused by inferences ?" .

4.2 Discussion on mitigation

According to Definition 7 and Equation 4.3, the risk of information leakage R(p\{(pj, dPj)})
is equal to the multiplication of the probability of information leakage P(p\{(pj, dPj)}) and
the consequence of information leakage C(p). Therefore, the risk of information leakage

caused by inferences may be mitigated by reducing the probability and/or the consequence

of information leakage. In this thesis, we will discuss in principle three approaches to

decreasing the probability of information leakage on the basis of the results in Section 4.1

and point out their limitations for future improvements.

The first approach is generalization. Suppose that ? is a private parameter, Ps is a set

of parameters shared with the inferrer, and Ps —+¿0 p. If a parameter p¿ G Ps is shared with

the inferrer as a probability distribution dPi instead of its actual value and there are more

than one value with the range of dPi , the new probability of information leakage caused by
inferences may be lower than P(p\Ps).

Table 4.1: Multiple settings of the blower

BlowerPower
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Delta P

10
12

BlowerPower
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

Delta P

10
12

In some cases, parameters may be shared as probability distributions. For example, the

blower is a component of the natural gas dryer discussed as a case study in Section 5.2.

BlowerPower and Delta P) are two design parameters of the blower. The manufacturer
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of the natural gas dryer may order the blower that can work under multiple settings as

shown by Table 4.1 from a supplier. For the supplier, parameter BlowerPower may have

two possible values, 1.5 and 2.1; parameter DeltaP may have five possible values, 4, 6, 8,
10 and 12.

The approach of generalization has a limitation: it works only if the parameter can be

shared as a probability distribution.

The second approach is based on minimum privacy contexts. Suppose po is a private

parameter, P3 is a set of parameters and P8 —>t0 po· If there is such a parameter set Ps,

Ps C P3 but yPi E P3, Pi -» po, the holder may mitigate the risk of information leakage by

sharing only parameters in P8 as their actual values with the inferrer. In theory, the holder

can utilize minimum privacy contexts to find such a parameter set P3. If Pj is a minimum

privacy context to po; then, we can obtain P8 by P8 = Pj\{pk}, where pk E Pj.
The minimum privacy context-based approach also has its limitations: first, it needs an

efficient algorithm to find minimum privacy contexts; second, in practice, what parameters

can be shared with a partner in a supply chain depends on many factors, such as business

objects, business processes, product structure, the partner's capability etc. It is infeasible

to simply divide a parameter set P3 into two parts, sharing one part but not the other.

Unlike the minimum privacy context-based approach, the approach of decompositions

and allocations considers mitigating the risks of information leakage in product designs and

partner choices in supply chains. Usually a product can be decomposed into systems; a

system can be decomposed into components; and some components can be decomposed

further into sub components. Product design parameters are used to specified or defined

products, systems and components; isolated product design parameters are often mean-

ingless without the products, systems or components that they specified or defined. If a

partner is involved in a specific task or operation on a system or a component, it has to be

shared with a certain set of design parameters of the system or the component. Therefore,

to protect confidential product design parameters of a product, the manufacturer will try to

find optimal product decompositions and allocations from tasks or operations on systems
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or components to partners that makes the risks of information leakage lower than some
threshold values.

The approach of decompositions and allocations are more suitable for protecting product

design parameters than other parameters such as costs and inventories; and it is more
suitable for the cases that the manufacturer holds confidential information because it is

usually the manufacturer who has the initiative in product architecture and partner selection

in a supply chain.

In next section, we will discuss mitigating the risk of information leakage with sup-

plier selection. Mitigation with supplier selection can be regarded as an example of the

decomposition and allocation approach.

4.3 Mitigation with supplier selection

4.3.1 Partitions

In this thesis, we use extended product structure tree to describe the relations among a

product, its parts and components, and relevant tasks. There are two classes of nodes

in an extended product structure tree, component nodes and assembly task nodes. A

component node represents a product, a part or a component; an assembly task node,

which is introduced into product structure tree for the purpose of simplifying issues relevant

to assembly activities, represents the task of assembling its parent component. An edge

connecting two component nodes represents a parent-child relationship between them. A

component consists of its all child components. An edge connecting a component node and

an assembly task node indicates that the component is assembled by the assembly task.

According to [ZG99b], a node can be defined as n(k, ik,jk-i)> if the- node is at the ¿fc-th

position in the k-th layer and its parent node is at the jfc_i-th position in the (k — l)-th

layer; all nodes construct a product structure tree recursively. Figure 4.1 shows a basic

block of product structure tree [ZG99b]. Figure 4.1 sIkws an extended product structure
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?T-T-T
n(k,ikjk-i)

Figure 4.1: A basic block of product structure tree [Source: Adapted from [ZG99b]]

tree, which describes the relations among major components and assembly tasks of the

product in the case study in Section 5.2. Table 4.2 lists all components and assembly tasks

in the extended product structure tree.
Regeneration

System

CoolerAssembly Blower Heater
task

Dryer

Assembly Blower Blower
task Motor Fan

Assembly Cooler Cooler Cooler
task Motor Fan Radiator

Figure 4.2: An extended product structure tree

Table 4.2: Components in Figure 4.2

Component Description
Tl0 Regeneration system
Wi Assembly task of the regeneration system
n2 Blower
n3 Heater
n4 Dryer
n5 Cooler
n6 Assembly task of the blower
n7 Blower motor
n8 Blower fan
n9 Assembly task of the cooler
«10 Cooler motor
nn Cooler fan
nn Cooler radiator

In this thesis, an extended product structure tree is denoted as T; all nodes of an

extended product structure tree T is denoted as ??', the root node of an extended product
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structure tree T is denoted as r(T). We define two functions N(n) and LN(n).

(1) N(n) : Nx -? 2?t, Vn G JVT, W(n) = NT,, where T' C T and r{T) = n;

(2) LAT(n) : NT -» 2^t, Vn € iVT, LJV(n) - {n' | rí € JV(n) and n' is a leaf node}.

Definition 8 (Partition). T is a product structure tree andr(T) — no, a set of nodes N is
called a partition of T, if it satisfies:

(1) N C NT;

(2) Vui, Uj eN,i^j, LN(m) ? LN[H0) = 0;

(3) \JnteNLN(nt) = LN(U0);

Obviously, for any product structure tree T, partitions that satisfy condition 1, 2 and 3

in Definition 8 exists. The partitions of the product structure subtree shown by Figure 4.2

include {no}, {??,?2,?3,?4,?5}, {??,?6,?7,?&,?3,?4,?5}, {ni,n2,n3,n4,ng,nio,nn,ni2}
and {ni,n6, n7, n8,n3, n4, ?9,??0, ???,??^}·

4.3.2 Allocations

We denote the set of the manufacturer and its suppliers as S. S — {sq, si, S2, ¦ ¦ ¦ }, where

so is the manufacturer. Table 4.3 lists all suppliers for the regeneration system of the

natural gas dryer. Supplier's capabilities can be described in two ways: what components

Table 4.3: Suppliers of the natural gas dryer

Supplier
S0

Sl

52

S3
S4

Description
Manufacturer
Competitor

Blower supplier
Heater supplier
Cooler supplier

a particular supplier can supply and what suppliers can supply a particular component. In

this thesis, we define two functions. Fsc and Fcs, to describe supplier's capabilities.
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(1) Fsc(s) : S -» 2Nt,Vs € S,Fsc(s) = {? | ? € iVr, s can supply n}. Table 4.5 gives a
Fsc function.

(2) Fcs(n) : NT -* 25,Vn G NT,Fcs(n) = {s \ s E S,n € Fsc{s)}. Table 4.4 gives a F^
function.

Table 4.4: Supplier capability function

Component ?
Tl1

n2

n3
n4

Ti5

Fcs{n)
So

Sl, S2
Sl, S3

so

Sl, S4

Table 4.5: Supplier capability function

Supplier s
so
Sl

S2

S3

S4

Fsc{s)
Ui1Tl4

Tl21Tl3, Tl5
n2

"3

Tl5

For the purpose of simplicity, we assume that if a component is allocated to a supplier,

all of its child components are also allocated to the same supplier.

Definition 9 (Allocation). T is a product structure tree, ?? is the set of all nodes of T, S

is a set of suppliers, Fsc is the supplier capability function, a mapping Fa : N —> S is called

an allocation, if it satisfies:

(1) N is a partition of T;

(2) Vn G N, 3s G S, if Fa{n) = s, then ? G Fsc(s);

It is not necessarily true that there is such a Fa in all cases; but with an additional

condition ^partition N, N C \Js _eSFsc(si), it can be easily proved that Fa exists.
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Lemma 1 (Sufficient condition for existence of allocations). If N is a partition of T and

N C \Js eSFsc(si), there exists at least one allocation Fa: N —? S.

Proof. First, we construct a function F : N —? S. For each ? e N, since N Ç \Js&gFsc(si),
n G \JSieS Fsc(si); so 3sj e S, ? e Fsc(sj); let F(?) = s,-.

Then we prove that F is an allocation. (1) N is a partition of T; (2) Vn 6 A/" and s G S,

if .F(n) = s, according to the construction of F, we have ? € Fsc(s). F satisfies conditions

in Definition 9, so it is an allocation. D

If Fa exists, we say that Fsc is sufficient. The Fsc given in Table 4.5 is sufficient.

Table 4.6 lists all possible allocations.

Table 4.6: Allocations

?

Tl1
n2

n3

«4

Tl5

~fT
so
Sl

Sl

so

Sl

TT
So
Sl

Sl

so

S4

Tf
so
Sl

S3

so

Sl

~fT
so
Sl

S3

S0

S4

W
so
S2

Sl

so

Sl

TT
S0
S2

Sl

S0

S4

FI
S0
S2

S3

so

Sl

??
S0
S2

S3

so

S4

In practice, product structure trees, suppliers and supplier capability functions can

be more complex than the one given in Figure 4.2, Table 4.3, Table 4.5 and Table 4.4.

Therefore, we need an algorithm that finds all possible allocations for allocating components

and tasks to suppliers while considering the product structure and supplier capabilities.

Algorithm 4 gives such an algorithm .

The following is a brief discussion of this algorithm. A node may be redundant to

allocation search if there is no supplier who can supply the components that the node

represents. If a node ? 6 LiV(no) where no is the root node of T, and Fcs(n) is empty, ? is

impossible within any partitions. So we will remove node ? and its sibling nodes (including

their descendants) from T. The removal operation will make the parent node of node ? a

new leaf node. We will repeat the process until all nodes in LN(no) and all new leaf nodes

generated by removal operations have been checked.
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Algorithm 4 Find All Allocations
Input: Product Structure Tree T; Suppliers S; Supplier capability functions Fsc and

F ¦x CSi

Output: All allocations Fa;
1: Remove redundant nodes from T;

Get all partitions JV;
Fa = 0;
™s = Us¿es rsciSij'i
for all partition JV e N do

9
10:

if JV C JV8 then
Get allocations {Fa} corresponding to JV;
Fa = KD[Fa];

end if
end for

We use a recursive algorithm to obtain all partitions. First, if no is the root node of T,

Uq is a partition of T; then if no has m child nodes, {n\ , ri2, . - . , nm}, we recursively obtain

partitions of every subtree of T with root node n¿ G {ni , ri2, . - . , nm}. If iV¿ is partitions of

the subtree of T with root node n,, \/Ni € Ni, Ui<¿<m -^ 's a partition of T.
For each partition N, we use iV Ç U5. eS Fsc(si) to decide if it will be used to generate

corresponding allocations. For a particular partition N that satisfies the above condition,

we can construct all allocations corresponding to it by N and supplier capability function

¦t'es-

ili Lemma 1, we have proved that N is a partition and N C \JS eg Fsc{si) are the
sufficient conditions for the existence of allocations. Based on Definition 9, we can prove-

that they are also the necessary conditions for existence of allocations. Therefore, it is easy

to prove that Algorithm 4 is sound and complete.

Lemma 2 (Necessary conditions for existence of allocations). If there exists an allocation

Fa : N —>¦ S, N is a partition of T. and N C \JS eS F5C(s¿).

Proof. First, if Fa : N —> S is an allocation, N is a partition of T:

Then, if Fa : N —> S is an allocation, \/n e N,3s e S,n = Fsc(s); since Fsc(s) C

Us.es Fc(Si), we get Vn G JV, ? C \JS.€S Fsc(si); it means JV C USi65 Fsc{si). D
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Theorem 1 (Necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of allocations). The necessary
and sufficient conditions for existing an allocation Fa : N —> S are N is a partition of T

andNÇ\JSieSFsc{si).

Proof. Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, Theorem 1 is proved. D

4.3.3 The optimization problem

According to Definition 9, an allocation is a mapping from components or tasks to suppliers,

satisfying the constraints of product structure and supplier capabilities. We can describe an
allocation Fa with a binary matrix A. If there are m components or tasks and ? suppliers,

we can construct matrix A = [ay]mxn as following.

{1 if Fa allocats component or task i to supplier j
(4.5)

0 otherwise

If a binary matrix A describes an allocation Fa as defined by Equation 4.5, we call it

allocation matrix A, or more briefly allocation A.

If a set of components or tasks are allocated to a supplier, a set of relevant information

has to be shared with that supplier. Therefore, given a private parameter and a supplier, we

can calculate the risk that the private parameter is leaked to the supplier under a specific

allocation based on Algorithm 3 and Definition 7. For an allocation, all the risks that private

parameters are leaked to suppliers form a matrix R. If there are ? private parameters and

? suppliers, matrix R will have ? rows and ? columns. We can denote the risk matrix as

R — [rkj]pxn, where r/.j is the risk that private parameter k is leaked to supplier j.
Given a private parameter k and a supplier j, we can define a threshold t^j. If the risk

that private parameter k is leaked to supplier j is lower than tkj , we consider the parameter

sharing is "safe" ; otherwise, we consider it is "unsafe" . The thresholds for all combinations

of private parameters and suppliers form a risk threshold matrix T = [tkj]Pxn-
We define R < T if and only if V k, j, r^· < tkj. To mitigate the risk of information
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leakage, we hope we can find an allocation A that satisfies the constraint of R < T.
If component or task i is allocated to supplier j, the total cost is c¿j. For all components

or tasks and suppliers, the costs form a cost matrix C~ [c¿j]mxn. From the perspective of
cost, we hope we can find an allocation A that has the minimal cost. It can be described

as min ]T¿, j °ij x aij ¦
Based on the above discussion, the optimization problem of partner selection can be

described as finding an allocation A that satisfies

mm

%3

y^ Cij x aij (4.6)

R<T. (4.7)

4.3.4 A generic process

Based on discussions in Section 4.3.1, Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3, we can give a generic

process of supplier selection to mitigate the risk of information leakage caused by inferences

in supply chains.

Step 1: Find all allocations;

At this step, the constraints of product structure and supplier capabilities are con-

sidered. We can use Algorithm 4 to find all allocations.

Step 2: Find all safe allocations;

For an allocation, a private parameter and a supplier, we can calculate its risk of

information leakage caused by inferences with Algorithm 3. For each allocation, we

can construct a risk matrix R. By comparing risk matrices with the risk threshold

matrix T, we can find allocations that are "safe'' while the risk of information leakage

caused by inferences is considered.

Step 3: Optimize on operational cost;
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We can calculate the operational cost of each "safe" allocation, and then find the

allocation with the minimum cost. At this step, the problem of supplier selection

to mitigate the risk of information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains
becomes a classic cost optimization problem, which can be solved by many numerical
or non-numerical methods.

With the above three steps, the manufacturer can find one or more allocations from

components and tasks to suppliers that satisfy the constraints of product structure and

supplier capabilities with low risks of information leakage caused by inferences and minimum

operational cost. These allocations will make it possible for the manufacturer to mitigate

its risks of information leakage caused by inferences before sharing information with its

suppliers. A complete example for supplier selection will be given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE

STUDY

5.1 The software prototype

Graphical User Interface
Set initial knowledge of Display evaluationSet shared parameters Evatete resultsparameters

S.

Initoa
Risksy

knowledge

Numeratee Evawation enotrie

Shared Private
knowledge Numeral parameters

computation
Concrete inference

engine

Logical dependencyLogical inference engine Concrete
graph generatordependencies

Figure 5.1: The software framework of the software prototype
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We developed a software prototype to calculate the probability of information leakage

caused by inferences. Figure 5.1 is the framework of the software prototype.

With the software prototype, we can model the inferrer's initial knowledge of parameters

as shown by Figure 5.2. Now the software prototype supports three types of probability

distributions, namely discrete distributions, continuous uniform distributions and normal

distributions.

¦¦ Faametíf Stent

Heatr?i>wcr

- RtìtEvad^florfiep«!
C*WÄeJ Cower *>rrm

Cd»?

RssefiVdr« ft·* We

J «? CsfcuUtöi BfewetPoww

Ce*>»a.»alexin . .

M «¦

Figure 5.2: Modeling the inferrer's initial knowledge of parameters

As shown by Figure 5.3, the software prototype allows the user to choose what param-

eters the holder will share with the inferrer and with what probability distributions these

parameters are shared.

The software prototype can calculate the probability distribution of a private parameter

that may be obtained through inferences, which is an implementation of Algorithm 2, and

the probability of information leakage caused by inferences, which is an implementation of

Algorithm 3. The calculations are based on the inputs of concrete design parameters and

their relations, using numerical computation methods. Figure 5.4 is a Screenshot of the

software prototype that shows the result of risk evaluation.
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Figure 5.4: A Screenshot of the prototype that shows the result of risk evaluation

The software prototype can also display logical dependency graph (as shown by Fig-

ure 5.5) and the recursive inference process (as shown by Figure 5.6).
The software prototype is developed in C Sharp. It consists of seven packages, namely

RiskEvaluation, Forms, Graphic, LogicalDependencyGraph, TreeLikeStructure, Distri-

butions and NumeralizedDistributions. A UML package dependency diagram is shown in
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Figure 5.5: A Screenshot of the prototype that shows logical dependency graph
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Figure 5.6: A Screenshot of the prototype that shows the recursive inference process

Figure 5.7.

Package RiskEvaluation is the core of the implementation, which contains three classes:
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Figure 5.7: Packages and package dependencies

LogicallnferenceEngine, ConcretelnferenceEngine and EvaluationEngine. Class Lo-

gicallnj'erenceEngine implements Algorithm 2. Class LogicallnferenceEngine imple-

ments Algorithm 3. Class ConcretelnferenceEngine is designed to support the infer-

ences at line 9 of Algorithm 1 and at line 10 of Algorithm 2 based on concrete rela-

tions among design parameters or other information. In current implementation, Class

ConcretelnferenceEngine works only under some specific situations. We will improve its

implementation in our future work.

Package Forms contains all classes related to the graphic user interface of the software

prototype. Package Graphic (as shown in Figure 5.8) provides basic graphic classes for

classes in Package LogicalDependencyGraph and package TreeLikeStructure.

GraphicObject
Xy ?

GraphicParaneter QaphícRelation

GrapHcPararne»erSet

Figure 5.8: Classes in package Graphic

Package LogicalDependencyGraph (as shown in Figure 5.9) and TreeLikeStructure (as
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shown in Figure 5.10) contain classes for generating, storing and drawing logical dependency
graphes and recursive inference processes, respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Classes in package LogicalDependencyGraph

As shown in Figure 5.11, package Distributions defines three classes, NormalDist,

DiscreteDist and ContinuousUniformDist, to support the storage and display of nor-

mal distribution, discrete distribution and continuous uniform distribution, respectively.

All classes in package Distributions implement interface Numeralizable, which contains a

method Numeralize that generates a corresponding numeralized probability distribution

defined in Package NumeralizedDistributions, which is shown in Figure 5.12. Besides
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Figure 5.10: Classes in package TreeLikeStructure
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Figure 5.12: Classes in package NumeralizedDistributions

classes corresponding to simple probability distributions such as continuous uniform distri-

bution, discrete distribution and normal distribution, package NumeralizedDistributions

also contains a class named ComplexNumeralizedDist to support complex numeralized

distribution.

5.2 A case study

In this section, we present a case study on the regeneration system of a natural gas dryer.

A natural gas dryer is a device to remove water from compressed natural gas. A dual tower

natural gas dryer has two chambers. Natural gas is dried by the desiccant in one chamber

while the desiccant in another chamber is being regenerated.

The regeneration system consists of four major components: blower, heater, dryer and

cooler. Figure 5.13 shows a product structure tree of the regeneration system. The regen-

eration system uses natural gas as regeneration gas. First, the blower is used to increase

the pressure at the outlet of the blower to force regeneration gas flow toward the heater:
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Figure 5.13: A product structure tree of the regeneration system

the heater blower heats regeneration gas to a high temperature; when hot regeneration

gas passes through the dryer, it will take the moisture away from the desiccant; the cooler

separates the moisture from regeneration gas by condensation.

The design of the regeneration system is crucial to the efficiency of the natural gas

dryer. Therefore, the manufacturer wants to prevent the design parameters of the regener-

ation system, including pressures, temperatures and flow rates, from being revealed to its

(potential) competitors.

Calculated Heater Power Heater Power

Calculated Blower Power Blower Power

Reaeneration Flow Rale Calculated Blower Power Deità P

Heater Onllet Temp Calculated Healer Power Heater Transfer Efficiency Reaeneration Flow Rate

Dryer Inki Temp Heater Outlet Temp Heat Loss Rate

Dryer Outlet Ttrap Dryer Inlet Temp Regeneration Flow Rate

Cooler Inlet Temp

Cooler Inlet Temp Mass Flow Rate Cooler Fan Efficiency Calculated Air Quantity Cooler Radiator Heat Tratistër Rate

Mass Flow Rate Regeneration Flow Rate

Calculated Air Quantity Calculated Cooler power Cooler Fan Efficiency Cooler Motor Efficiency Total Cooler Fan Pressure Drop

Calculated Cooler power Cooler Power

Figure 5.14: The logical dependency graph in the case study

In this case study, the manufacturer is the holder; a supplier and potential competitor
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is the inferrer; design parameter DryerOutletTemp is the private parameter po; the logical

dependency graph is shown in Figure 5.14; what design parameters the manufacturer share

with a supplier usually depends on what components the supplier supplies. Table 5.1 gives

the relation between components and shared design parameters.

Table 5.1: The relation between components and shared design parameters

Component
Blower
Blower Fan
Blower Motor
Cooler

Cooler Fan
Cooler Motor
Cooler Radiator
Heater

Shared Parameters
Blower Power, Delta P
Blower Power, Delta P
Blower Power
Cooler Fan Efficiency, Cooler Radiator Heat Transfer
Rate, Cooler Motor Efficiency, Total Cooler Fan Pres-
sure Drop, Cooler Power
Cooler Fan Efficiency, Total Cooler Fan Pressure Drop
Cooler Motor Efficiency, Cooler Power
Cooler Radiator Heat Transfer Rate
Heater Power, Heater Transfer Efficiency

We calculated the probabilities of information leakage caused by inferences with the help

of the software prototype. Figure 5.15 gives the tree-like-structure that shows the recur-

sions. Table 5.2 gives a group of probabilities of information leakage caused by inferences.

The results are obtained when initial knowledge of parameters is assigned with continuous

uniform distributions on the ranges of from 0.7 x actual value to 1.3 x actual value, param-

eters are shared with their actual values, and the working values of the private parameter

Po are with the range of from 0.99 x actual value to 1.01 x actual value.

There are some interesting points in the above results.

(1) As in this case study, the probability may not be monotonous in "Number of compo-

nents the inferrer supplies" or "Number of design parameters shared with the infer-

rer" . The monotonicity depends on the concrete relations between design parameters

and the private parameter po, and the probability distributions assigned to design

parameters as the inferrer's initial knowledge and shared knowledge. The conditions

of the monotonicity are an interesting topic in the future.
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Table 5.2: Components the suppler supplies and the probabilities of information
leakage caused by inferences

Components
None

Blower
Cooler
Heater

Blower & Cooler
Blower & Heater
Cooler & Heater

Blower, Cooler & Heater
Blower & Cooler Motor

Blower Motor & Cooler Motor
Blower Motor & Heater

Blower Motor, Cooler Motor & Heater

Probability
4.04%
3.39%
3.84%
3.23%
100%

19.82%
3.03%
100%
3.
5.42%

5.99%

(2) Although the probability is not monotonous, the mitigation principles we discussed
in Section 4.2 are still effective when the probabilities are high. For example, if the

inferrer supplies both the blower and the heater, the probability will be 19.82%; if the

inferrer supplies the blower motor and the heater, the probability will be decreased
to 6%.

We have introduced some parts of the example for supplier selection in Section 4.3. In

this section, we will continue the example.

Supplier s\, s\, si and S4 may have different initial knowledge of parameters. Corre-

sponding to the supplier capabilities given in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, we assign continuous

uniform distributions on the ranges of from 0.7 x actual value to 1.3 x actual value to the

initial knowledge of parameters relevant to components that a supplier has the capability

to supply, and continuous uniform distributions on the ranges of from 0.4 ? actual value

to 1.6 x actual value to the other parameters in this example. Table 5.3 gives components

and their relevant parameters. Table 5.4 gives the probability of information leakage of pri-

vate parameter DryerOutletTemp caused by inferences for each combination of allocation

and supplier. The results in Table 5.4 are obtained when parameters are shared with their
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actual values, and the working values of the private parameter po are within the range of
from 0.99 x actual value to 1.01 ? actual value.

Table 5.3: Components and relevant parameters

Component
n2

nz

n5

Relevant Parameters
Blower Power, Calculated Blower Power, Delta P, Re-
generation Flow Rate, Mass Flow Rate
Heater Power, Calculated Heater Power, Heater Trans-
fer Efficiency, Heater Outlet Temp, Regeneration Flow
Rate, Mass Flow Rate
Cooler Inlet Temp, Cooler Fan Efficiency, Calculated
Air Quantity, Cooler Radiator Heat Transfer Rate, Cal-
culated Cooler Power, Cooler Motor Efficiency, Total
Cooler Fan Pressure Drop, Cooler Power, Regeneration
Flow Rate, Mass Flow Rate

Table 5.4: Allocations, suppliers and the probabilities of information leakage caused
by inferences

F}

~W
FH
If
~W
FT
~W

Sl
100%
9.56%
100%
5.14%
3.04%
3.32%
2.73%
2.93%

¦52
1.
1.82%
1.82%
1.82%
1.18%
1.18%
1.18%
1.18%

S3
2.07%
2.07%
2.14%
2.14%
2.07%
2.07%
2.14%
2.14%

S4
2.77%
3.17%
2.77%
3.17%
2.77%
3.17%
2.77%
3.17%

Table 5.6 gives the risk thresholds used in this example. Since supplier S1 is a potential

competitor, we assign a lower threshold 5% than other suppliers.

Table 5.5: Suppliers and risk thresholds

Threshold
Sl S2

10%
S3

10%
S4

10%

Compared probabilities in Table 5.4 and thresholds in Table 5.6, it is easy to find

allocation F% , F%, F]1 and F% are "safe", considering the risk of information leakage caused
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by inferences.

For each allocation in Table 4.6, we can calculate the costs on component n2, n^ and n^.

The total costs are 6, 7, 7, 8, 7, 8, 8 and 9, respectively, when the cost for each combination

of component and supplier is assigned as given in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Components, suppliers and costs

Si S2 sz S4
n2 2 3 100 100
n3 2 100 3 100
n5 I 2 I 100 J 100 I 3

In this example, allocation F^ is the optimal solution when only cost is considered.
When both cost and the of information leakage caused by inferences are considered, the

optimal solution becomes F^.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

WORK

In this thesis, we studied the security issue related to information leakage caused by infer-

ences in supply chains with conceptual model and quantitative methods. We proposed a

conceptual model of information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. With the

conceptual model, the companies who hold confidential information can model and under-

stand potential information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains more clearly. We

put forward a quantitative approach to evaluating the risk of information leakage caused

by inferences in supply chains. Our quantitative approach can help companies identify con-

fidential information, and evaluate and mitigate the risk of potential information leakage

caused by inferences in supply chains.

It is an interesting and challenging research topic to prevent information leakage caused

by inferences in supply chains. The following lists some points that we may work in the
future.

(1) In this thesis, we studied information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains
with conceptual model and quantitative methods. Although it may be more chal-

lenging, modeling the problem with analytical and theoretical methods, such as game
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theory and information theory, may bring out more fundamental results and solutions.

(2) We modeled the inferrer's knowledge with probability distributions and logical de-
pendency graph. One problem remained is that knowledge may be inaccurate and it

may be inconsistent when it is from multiple sources. It would be interesting to work
out and evaluate various strategies to handle knowledge inaccuracies and inconsisten-

cies in the context of preventing information leakage caused by inferences in supply
chains.

(3) We discussed three mitigation approaches in principle and mitigation with supplier
selection. These approaches will be investigated further in the future. We are es-

pecially interested in preventing information leakage caused by inferences through
product design and supply chain design.

(4) We studied a case extracted from a product in process industry. In future research,
we will explore products in other industries, and validate our methods in other real

world applications.
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